CASE STUDY

OLD & NEW
COMBINED

DETAILS
What A three-bedroom house,

constructed from both newbuild and renovated elements
Where Falkirk
Architect :that studio
www.thatstudio.scot

THE PRACTICE
Based at 100 High Street, Linlithgow, :thatstudio chartered architects
is a young practice founded in 2015 by director Andrew Taylor after
almost ten years with leading Scottish architects Page\Park.

Photography Andrew Lee

THE PROJECT
The project was for a new dwelling to be created in the Arnothill and
Dollar Park conservation area of Falkirk. A disused building, originally
a stables and coach house, was retained and refurbished then
supplemented with a generous contemporary extension arranged
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An innovative project in Falkirk’s
conservation area has resulted
in an award-winning new home
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2) to explore ways in which the internal living spaces and the external
social spaces could be fully connected
3) to ensure the dwelling would have good thermal performance and
low running costs all year round
We quickly concluded that an open-plan layout with good visual and
physical links would be the best way of meeting all of these disparate
requests. To that end, a series of new-build elements was designed
to form the connections. We chose more contemporary materials for
these in order to provide a strong contrast with the existing stables and
coach house, although the mixture of materials still feels harmonious.
The interior was arranged to make extensive use of natural light, and as
well as the open-plan area we designed smaller, more intimate spaces
to be used for sleep and study.

THE MATERIALS
We specified high-quality materials for the construction: ashlar
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THE CONCEPT
The building is conceived as a series of turning architectural gables,
which take their inspiration from the relationship between the
existing buildings and the architectural style of the main villa nearby.
The grouping is arranged around a series of courtyards, which we
conceptually defined as ‘entrance’, ‘heart’ and ‘back green’. The
entrance courtyard allows the existing buildings to command their
own setting, while the ‘heart’ courtyard provides a more discreet social
space (where the new link element transfers to a single-storey volume),
finally receding into the ‘back green’ – a quieter, more contemplative
and intimate space.

The grouping is arranged around a series
of courtyards, conceptually defined as
‘entrance’, ‘heart’ and ‘back green’

around a central courtyard. The extension is positioned with a
south-westerly aspect, creating a sun-trap. It is flanked on two sides
by large glazed doors, an inside-outside arrangement that effectively
doubles the living space. The work took around 15 months, beginning
in late 2015 and completing in early 2017.
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[Above and right] The ‘insideoutside’ nature of the house can
clearly be seen in these images,
where the central courtyard
eﬀectively doubles the footprint
when the glazed doors (from Gray
& Dick) are open. Zinc cladding
by Matheson Plumbing, reclaimed
slate and Burlington Stone ﬂooring
all contribute to the clients’ desire
for a high-quality build
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THE BRIEF
The client asked us to design a new high-quality three-bedroom house
using the existing building. There were also other requests, specifically:
1) to include ample storage space and a utility room
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The most important thing is to
work alongside people who share
the vision and are committed to
achieving the client’s goals

THE LAYOUT
Conceived as an inside-outside dwelling, as mentioned above, this
home is arranged around a central courtyard with secondary courtyard
spaces towards the front and back. Large glazed sliding doors flank
two sides of the main ‘heart’ courtyard, allowing the living areas to be
fully opened to the outside. A cantilevered canopy projection offers
shelter in bad weather; it also acts in combination with the other glazed
elements to effectively manage sun penetration throughout the year,
providing ample light with minimal glare.

[Above] The kitchen, from MGM Timber, is bathed in light from a
combination of glazed doors and roof windows. The Jotul stove adds
to the warmth supplied by the underﬂoor heating installed by Rehau
Home. [Opposite] The gable form is repeated throughout the build
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The living room takes on a contemporary gable form that echoes
the existing stables and coach house, while both the existing buildings
and the new living-room volume are connected by a single-storey link,
allowing all three pavilions to function as a single dwelling. The small
and cellular nature of the existing buildings provide a cosier and more
intimate environment; these lend themselves naturally to becoming
the bedroom and study spaces,.
THE SOLUTION
Knowing that we were working within the Arnothill and Dollar Park
conservation area, our design proposal adopted an approach referred
to as ‘a best practice for building conservation’ by the local planning
authority. Each of the existing buildings was retained and conserved,
with a strategy of like-for-like repair implemented. As part of this, we
reused the existing slate, rendered repairs in traditional wet-dash,
replaced timber-framed windows with matching equivalents, and
renewed gutters and drainpipes in cast iron.
The new elements are distinctly modern and of their time –
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stonework plinth, zinc cladding, aluminium-framed glazing, slates
for the roof and paving in the courtyard.
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SUPPLIERS AND
TRADES
t

a deliberated design decision to create a visual contrast that
accentuates the conserved elements without compromising their
charm or disguising their original function. Each pavilion is set away from
the next to allow them to retain their own setting; this complements the
courtyard landscape strategy created by the existing buildings.
The new elements, a mixture of steel, timber, glass and stone, are
constructed as free façade-framed structures. This makes it possible to
have the large volumes and open-plan spaces consistent with contem
porary living aspirations, as requested by the clients. The smaller
cellular existing buildings, meanwhile, required little intervention, lend
ing themselves easily to more intimate spaces such as bedrooms.
THE TEAM
There are very many people to engage with during the course of a
construction project like this. The most important thing is to work
alongside people who share in the vision of the build and are committed
to achieving the client’s goals. From initial design stage through to
completion, there must have been close to 100 people who helped
shape the outcome of this particular project.
THE CONCLUSION
Our intention on this commission was to create an interesting chrono
logy of evolution across the site, enhancing the richness of its character
and retaining the heart of a small but important piece of history. z
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Main contractor self-build
Structural engineer David Narro
Associates
Structural glazing and sliding doors
Gray and Dick Ltd
Zinc cladding and roofing Matheson
Plumbing
Ground-source heat pump and
underfloor heating EcoCoil from Rehau
Timber cladding Russwood
Flooring Burlington Stone, tiler Robert
Ferguson
Driveway Tobermore, installed by Robert
Hall Landscaping
Plumbing John Main
Electrics NB Connect
Painting and decorating Michael
Fleming
Kitchen supplied by MGM Timber and
installed by Colin Doyle
Roof slate Burlington to existing building
and Cupa Heavy to the new-build,
installed by Greenaway Roofing
Stove supplied by Jotul and installed by
Stewart Wilson

